shock. M1 Figure  Figure 1 1 shows shows that, that, compared compared to to a a relatively relatively small small drop drop in in Ml velocity, velocity, M1A the the contemporaneous contemporaneous velocity velocity of of MIA moved moved sharply sharply in in the the first first quarter quarter of of 1981.4
veloc-1981. 4 The
The shock-absorber shock-absorber hypothesis hypothesis suggests suggests that that contemporaneous contemporaneous veloc attriity ity movements movements would would be be dominated dominated by by money money supply supply shocks shocks and and thus thus attri M1A M1 butes butes the the different different movements movements of of MIA and and Ml velocity velocity to to differences differences in in M1A magnitude magnitude and and signs signs of of the the shocks shocks in in MIA and and M1.
M1. What
What Milton Milton Friedman Friedman "leading velocity" [1983] [1983] calls calls "leading velocity" is is a a crude crude way way of of allowing allowing nominal nominal GNP GNP to to adjust adjust to to past past money money shocks.
shocks. Panels Panels a a and and b b in in Figure  Figure 2 2 illustrate illustrate leading leading respectvelocity velocity for for lags lags between between money money and and GNP GNP of of one one and and four four quarters quarters respect ively.
ively. The
The longer longer the the adjustment adjustment lag, lag, the the more more leading leading velocity velocity becomes becomes a a MlA.5 MlB dissmooth, smooth, trend-dominated trend-dominated series series for for MIA.5 However, However, MIB continues continues to to dis play play a a sizeable sizeable break break from from its its historical historical pattern. to our our use use of of "adjusted" money money data data in in the the estimations estimations as as discussed discussed at at the the bottom bottom of of Table  Table I. I.
5.

The
The MONEY CONCEPTS lAGGED ONE QUARTER 
NORMALIZED:
NORloIAUZED: 1111204 191204 --1.00 [1976] , and and Friedman Friedman and and Schwartz Schwartz [1982] . [1982] . Table  Table I .
I.
197143-7444.
Indicator Indicator equations. equations. Table  Table I Table  Table IV 197143-7341, Darby Darby [1982] ).
[ 1982] [1986, 8] . 81. Table  Table II displays displays the the distributed-lag distributed-lag coefficients coefficients of of the the variables. variables. In In the the I1 equations equations for for MIA and and Ml, money money growth growth tends tends to to exert exert a a positive positive but but diminishing diminishing effect effect initially initially and and a a progressively progressively offsetting offsetting negative negative influence influence thereafter. thereafter. All
All equations equations benefit benefit from from inclusion inclusion of of the the credit credit control control dummy. Extending the the sample sample to to 1987 1987 will will be be seen seen below below to to help help resolve resolve these these questions. questions.
free-
Inflation.
Inflation. The
The right-hand right-hand side side of of Table  Table I I summarizes summarizes regressions regressions of of the the quarterly quarterly percentage percentage change change (annualized) (annualized) in in the the GNP GNP deflator. deflator. Table Table III [1982] 
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. The expenditure expenditure effect effect is is about about zero zero and and the the money money growth growth effect effect
M1A
is is about about unity. unity. For For Ml and and M2, M2, the the expenditure expenditure effect effect is is negative, negative, while while the the money money growth growth effect effect is is unity. unity.
M1
Predictions
Predictions from from Indicator Indicator Equations. Equations. Table  Table II Figure  Figure 3 3 ..
M1A
Real
• -. .
• a 4
• a . . 
Inflation. Inflation. The
The out-of-sample out-of-sample prediction prediction statistics statistics for for inflation, inflation, shown shown in in Table  Table  IV Figure  Figure 3 . 3. 
TESTS
Real
Real GNP. Table   Table V V presents presents regressions regressions estimated estimated to to 1987Q2. Set Set A, A, which which repeats repeats the the specification specification of of Table  Table I Table  Table I .
GNP.
also of of the the same same magnitude magnitude and and sign sign as as the the mean mean error error found found for for Ml in in M1 Table  Table IV 
Results
Results for
for the the third third approach approach to to testing testing for for structural structural change change are are summ summarized arized in in Table  Table VII 
1981-82
M1A. M1A of of MIA. The
The Table  Table VII .
VII. The
The results results for for the the inflation inflation equations equations appear appear on on the the right-hand right-hand side side of of Table  Table VII Table  Table VIII Table  Table VIII Table  Table VIII VIII for for source). 
MlA, 198341-8742
M1-GNP
where where
Real
Real demands demands are are functions functions of of real real income income (y), (y), opportunity opportunity costs costs and and opportunity cost M1A prices prices (P).
(P). The The opportunity cost of of real real MIA is is the the short-term short-term market market rate rate (R) (R) Figure  Figure 4 . Figure  Figure  4 .
The
The 
